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Abstract: Disabilities are a global issue due to the decrease in life quality and mobility of patients,
especially people suffering from hand disabilities. This paper presents a review of active hand
exoskeleton technologies, over the past decade, for rehabilitation, assistance, augmentation, and
haptic devices. Hand exoskeletons are still an active research field due to challenges that engineers
face and are trying to solve. Each hand exoskeleton has certain requirements to fulfil to achieve
their aims. These requirements have been extracted and categorized into two sections: general and
specific, to give a common platform for developing future devices. Since this is still a developing
area, the requirements are also shaped according to the advances in the field. Technical challenges,
such as size requirements, weight, ergonomics, rehabilitation, actuators, and sensors are all due to the
complex anatomy and biomechanics of the hand. The hand is one of the most complex structures in
the human body; therefore, to understand certain design approaches, the anatomy and biomechanics
of the hand are addressed in this paper. The control of these devices is also an arising challenge due to
the implementation of intelligent systems and new rehabilitation techniques. This includes intention
detection techniques (electroencephalography (EEG), electromyography (EMG), admittance) and
estimating applied assistance. Therefore, this paper summarizes the technology in a systematic
approach and reviews the state of the art of active hand exoskeletons with a focus on rehabilitation
and assistive devices.
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1. Introduction
The idea of developing robots that can be attached to humans to assist in certain tasks
is not new. This idea was first realized in the 1960s when the first full-body exoskeleton
was developed to amplify human power [1]. Various research was done over the years, and
in the late 1980s, one of the first hand exoskeletons was developed, which mostly consisted
of sensors contained in a glove. This device was mainly developed for haptic feedback in
teleoperation projects [2]. Various other attempts and patents were created that led to the
technology of today [3]. The technology of exoskeletons was first developed for military
purposes, but the interest in the medical and rehabilitation areas soon sparked, which led
to numerous attempts to solve one problem: the problem of rehabilitating and assisting
individuals with disabilities to improve their quality of life, especially hand impairments.
Today, hand exoskeletons and exoskeletons in general can be found in various areas,
such as in the medical field for rehabilitation and assistance, in the military and industrial
field for power amplification, and in the consumer field for haptic feedback purposes.
Although in some areas, the technology of exoskeletons is still actively being researched, it
is clear that these devices will become part of our everyday accessories in the future [4].
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One of the main research focuses is in the medical field due to an increase in disabilities
caused by various factors such as accidents, diseases, or general aging of the population.
According to the World Health Organization, more than a billion people live with some
sort of disability, and the number will keep on increasing as the population ages [5]. Older
people have a higher risk of obtaining disability due to chronic health conditions such as
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and/or mental illness. Any disability especially those
that affect the motor skills of the individual can experience a drastic decrease in the quality
of life. It has been identified that people with disabilities are more likely to be unemployed
and generally earn less when employed, have higher poverty rates than those who are not
disabled, and usually depend more on others for activities of daily life (ADL) [5].
Most upper limb disabilities are located at the hand or forearm, which usually occurs
due to injuries [6]. Cervical or neck injuries are one of the main causes of quadriplegia or
the loss of hand functions. Injuries sustained at the C-5 vertebra of the spinal cord usually
affect the functions of the wrist and hand but do not affect the shoulder or bicep of the
arm. These spinal cord injuries can occur from trauma (car accident, gunshot, etc.) or a
disease such as polio, spina bifida, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), or cerebral vascular
diseases (stroke) [7]. Strokes and spinal cord injuries (SCI), as mentioned above, are some
of the main causes of hand disabilities due to hemiplegia [8]. These injuries and diseases
can affect one’s life greatly; therefore, engineers have been designing robotics to work in
tandem with humans to assist with these issues and improve their quality of life.
The traditional way of rehabilitating a human limb or body part has generally been
through a physical therapist. These treatments involve the patient being passive while the
therapist does the active movements. Studies have shown that the active involvement of the
patient can strengthen and improve their motor learning as well as their cognitive–motor
skills, which can lead to a more rapid recovery [9]. The cost of therapy over a prolonged
time can get expensive, and the need for the patient to go to the therapist can lead to a loss
of interest. This can cause the patient to struggle and have a decrease in their quality of
life. This issue gave birth to a need for active systems that can assist both therapists and
patients. These robotic systems can assist the therapy process by taking over the physical
load of therapists, and, longer and more intense training periods can be executed for a
more rapid recovery while better repetitive action exercises are accomplished [3]. It has
also been shown by Lum et al. and Staubli et al. that highly repetitive task training can
help the recovery of motor functions [10,11]. Therapists can also track the progress of the
patients by analyzing the sensory data obtained from the exoskeletons. It has been shown
that robotic systems assisting therapists can improve the recovery of patients; this can be
seen through the hand exoskeleton “HEXORR” and the clinical experiments that they have
conducted [12]. With the rise of active hand exoskeleton systems, one major goal is also
to allow the patient to train in the comfort of their own home, be more mobile, and have
more independence thanks to the development of portable devices.
The main function of a hand exoskeleton is to recover or restore the motor capabilities
of a patient with impaired hands. Hands are the most important part of the body, besides
the brain, because hands are the main part for exploring your curiosity and interaction
between objects by grasping and manipulating them. Just imagine yourself doing a
mindless task with your hands, such as making coffee. You use your hands to open the
coffee lid, use a spoon, pour water, etc., and this is just an example of a simple everyday
task. Imagine these actions if your hands are unavailable? This can severely affect your
quality of life and your ability to accomplish activities required for daily living (ADL).
Exoskeletons have been proven, through studies such as [10,11], to benefit the rehabilitation process as well as minimize the strain on the muscle and reduce localized muscle
activity. A study was done by [13,14], assessing the effects of upper limb exoskeleton vests
on shoulder motion, balance, and spinal loading. A reduction in shoulder muscle activity
was found to be up to 45%, depending on the workload. To reduce muscle activity in one
area, wearable devices increases the load on other parts of the musculoskeletal system by
transferring the load. This can happen in wearable devices, but rehabilitation stationary
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•

The device is intended for rehabilitation or assistive purposes.

2.1.2. Exclusion Criteria

•
•
•
•

The device was intended for other body parts or limbs other than the hands.
The device was a prosthetic or anthropomorphic hand for lost limbs.
The paper or article was published in any language other than English.
The study had insufficient information on the design, which made the analysis unclear.

There are numerous studies and devices aimed at rehabilitating or assisting other
major joints or limbs of the body for activities of daily living and improving the life
quality of those who need it most, which are not included in this review due to the focus
being placed on the hand. Exoskeletons also exist for other purposes such as augmenting
human power to minimize the body strain on healthy individuals as well as devices for
haptic and teleoperation applications. Only a few devices were considered to obtain
additional information, but other than that, the majority were excluded. Prosthetics were
also excluded due to other design requirements and it being the anatomical replacement
for a body part, whereas the focus for rehabilitation or assistance is to regain the function
of an impaired body part. Last but not least, passive devices were also handled the same
way as augmentation and haptic devices, where only some were considered for additional
information and the majority were excluded because this study focused on the technology
of active rehabilitation and assistive devices.
2.2. Framework
A framework was developed to analyze the relatively large number of studies found in
the literature search. The purpose was to extract the various technologies used in developed
devices and present them in a logical and systematic order for future designers to gain
knowledge of existing methods. The devices were categorized according to their design
type (rigid or soft) followed by their purpose (rehabilitation, assistance, augmentation, or
haptic). Then, design requirements were extracted followed by an extensive breakdown
of the actuation, power transmission, and sensing as well as the control methods used by
each device. Although this framework does not address the exact building process of the
devices, its potential lies in the various building blocks that are required to design a device
and the methods already explored.
3. Hand Anatomy and Biomechanics
The hand is the most distal part of the upper limbs and is an engineering marvel
on its own. It plays a crucial role in the development of the brain’s motor functions
and skills; furthermore, it is also the organ that interacts with human curiosity, each
other, and the surroundings. The hand is used to communicate, express emotion, and
manipulate the environment. The hand executes the commands given from the brain
through neurons that travel through the nervous system to the respective areas such as
muscles to articulate certain body parts [22]. Learning to use your hands from a young
age strengthens your cognitive skills and simultaneously develops many other areas in
our brain. By exploring the world with your hands, you develop hand–eye coordination,
strengthen your proprioception, improve gross motor and fine motor skills, and improve
the visual tracking and discrimination of objects [23]. This is an indication of the import
role the hands have in your development.
The hand is one of the most complex structures in the human body due to its compact size (consisting of bones, joints, muscles, tendons, nerves, and blood vessels), large
executable degree of freedom (DOF), and range of motion (ROM). In total, there are
27 bones [24], 36 articulations [25], and 39 active muscles [25], which are all designed to
make the hand the most versatile tool of the human body. The hand has four fingers and
an opposing thumb and offers 21 DOF [25].
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3.1. Bones and Joints
The hand can be divided into three sections: the wrist (Carpus), palm (Metacarpus),
and fingers (Phalanges) [25].
3.1.1. The Wrist (Carpus)
The wrist connects the palm and fingers to the bones of the forearm (Radius and Ulna)
and is a gateway for the blood vessels, tendons, and nerves. The wrist is also known as
the carpus, which consists of individual bones known as the carpal bones. The carpus can
be considered as a functional or morphological joint. A functional joint in the sense of
a single joint with two DOF (Flexion/Extension and Radial deviation/Ulnar deviation).
A morphological joint is concerned about all the bones and articulations in the wrist. It
consists of two separate joints, proximal and distal joints, with two DOF for each joint.
The wrist consists essentially eight small bones (carpal bones) (Figure 2a) (seven regular
bones and one sesamoid bone), which can be divided into a proximal and distal row. The
proximal row consists of the Scaphoid, Lunate, Triquetrum, and Pisiform (sesamoid bone).
The distal row consists of the Trapezium, Trapezoid, Capitate, and Hamate. All these
bones are connected via ligaments and have a gliding motion between each other. For the
exploration of hand exoskeletons, the wrist will be taken as a functional joint.
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3.1.2. The Palm (Metacarpus)
The palm consists of five bones known as the Metacarpals including the thumb (Figure 2a). These bones have a concave curve palmar ward to them and connect the finger
phalanges to the carpus (wrist). The most important task of the metacarpal bones is to
support the grasping function, and it serves as a bridge for the nerves of the fingers.
The heads of the 2nd and 3rd metacarpal bones are pronated concerning the base and
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The range of motion is always measured from the mid-carpal joint at a neutral position.
Flexion can be around 80◦ and extension also around 80◦ (Figure 2b). Radial deviation is
around 15◦ –25◦ , and Ulnar deviation is around 40◦ –50◦ (Figure 2c). Most hand exoskeletons
do not consider the motion of the wrist; therefore, device designs either hold the wrist
stationary or allow the wrist only to flex or extend.
The joint that connects the distal carpal bones to the base of the metacarpal bones is
known as the carpometacarpal joints (CMC joints).
3.1.2. The Palm (Metacarpus)
The palm consists of five bones known as the Metacarpals including the thumb
(Figure 2a). These bones have a concave curve palmar ward to them and connect the finger
phalanges to the carpus (wrist). The most important task of the metacarpal bones is to
support the grasping function, and it serves as a bridge for the nerves of the fingers.
The heads of the 2nd and 3rd metacarpal bones are pronated concerning the base and
the heads of the 4th and 5th metacarpals are supinated toward the base. The longitudinal
axis of the 3rd metacarpal is directed toward the scaphoid, and that of the 4th and 5th
metacarpal is toward the lunate (Figure 2a). The most limited ROM is in the 2nd and 3rd
metacarpal. They are the stable columns of the palm, and the 4th and 5th are somewhat
more flexible.
3.1.3. The Fingers (Phalanges)
The fingers are named the Thumb, Index, Middle, Ring, and Little, which comprises
7 of 42
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•
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The thumb is the first, strongest, and most mobile digit of the hand due to its range
approximately 15◦ and adduction approximately 15◦
of motion (ROM). The thumb is a special digit since it can oppose the other fingers and
contribute significantly to the gross motor and fine motor grasping functions of the hand.
The complex CMC joint of the thumb, along with its nine muscles, is what gives it a great
advantage over the other digits. The CMC joint is essentially a saddle joint, and at a neutral position, the axis of the metacarpal forms a 30° angle with the 2nd metacarpal.
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•
•

PIP joints: Flexion approximately 130◦ , extension approximately 0◦
DIP joints: Flexion approximately 90◦ , extension approximately 30◦

3.1.5. The Thumb
The thumb is the first, strongest, and most mobile digit of the hand due to its range
of motion (ROM). The thumb is a special digit since it can oppose the other fingers and
contribute significantly to the gross motor and fine motor grasping functions of the hand.
The complex CMC joint of the thumb, along with its nine muscles, is what gives it a great
advantage over the other digits. The CMC joint is essentially a saddle joint, and at a neutral
position, the axis of the metacarpal forms a 30◦ angle with the 2nd metacarpal.
The functional joints of the thumb are the CMC joint, the metacarpophalangeal joint
(MCP), and the interphalangeal joints of the digit itself (Figure 2a).
The functional unit of the thumb is:

•
•
•

The opposition.
The coordinated movement between the thumb, index, and middle finger.
The little and ring finger as a strengthening unit of the fist.

3.1.6. Movement of the Thumb
The CMC joint gives the thumb two DOF. The 1st DOF is abduction and adduction
around the axis through the base of the 1st MCP and makes a 45◦ angle to the plane of the
extended hand. The 2nd DOF is flexion and extension [25]. There is circumduction to some
extent in the CMC joint.
The ROM [25]:

•
•
•

Approximately 35◦ abduction and 25◦ adduction
Approximately 25◦ flexion and 45◦ extension
Approximately 10◦ rotation in CMC joint
The thumb MCP and IP joints are involved in all movements of the thumb.

3.2. Muscles
The movements and articulation of the hand are coordinated and executed by muscles.
These muscles are located in the forearm (known as extrinsic muscles) and between the
fingers and metacarpals (known as intrinsic muscles). Essentially, the digit’s flexion and
extension muscles are located in the forearm and are connected through tendons to the
respective phalanges. The thumb alone has nine muscles (as mentioned before) to execute
the various grip types and opposition. Abduction and adduction of the digits are mainly
produced by the intrinsic muscles, but most of the muscles have multifunction capabilities.
For a more detailed explanation, it is recommended to read [25].
3.3. Overall Types of Hand Grips
Many hand grips are possible and used every day, depending on the task required and
the type of objects manipulated. Therefore, the main and most used grips can be classified
into three main categories namely Power, Precision, and Hook grips [28,29].

•

Power grip indicates that the object is clamped between the partly flexed fingers and
the palm. The thumb applies counter pressure, which lies in the plane of the palm.
Different forms of a power grip exist such as where the thumb is opposed rather than
adducted to grasp an object such as a class or bottle (cylindrical grasp) (Figure 4a,b).

•

•
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Precision grip is when the object may be pinched between the fingertips and opposed
thumb. Many grips have also been identified such as the tip-to-tip, tip-to-pad, key
grip, tripod grip (for holding a pen), etc. (Figure 4c).
Hook grip forms part of the power grip family but is different in the sense that the
thumb is rarely used. This grip has the fingers fully flexed to form a hook in the palm.
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This is useful when precision is not a requirement and where power needs to be exerted over longer periods such as holding a suitcase or a shopping bag (Figure 4d).
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•
Hook grip forms part of the power grip family but is different in the sense that the
thumb is rarely used. This grip has the fingers fully flexed to form a hook in the
palm. This is useful when precision is not a requirement and where power needs to be
exerted over longer periods such as holding a suitcase or a shopping bag (Figure 4d).
4. Basic Requirements for Hand Exoskeletons
What is a hand exoskeleton? Hand exoskeletons are wearable robotic devices that have
the aim of assisting the fingers, of the human hand, to complete its range of motion (ROM),
amplify power, rehabilitating impaired hands or in today’s society gives haptic feedback
for virtual or teleoperation applications. The word “exoskeleton” actually refers to the hardouter shell of certain animals that serves the purpose of protecting and supporting their
body. We as humans have endoskeletons that are located inside the body [31]. Therefore,
the robotic devices up to this stage were designed to be fitted on the dorsal, palmar, or
lateral side of the hand/fingers.
Certain requirements need to be kept in mind upon designing an exoskeleton, whether
it is for assistive, rehabilitative, augmentative, or haptic purposes (Figure 5). Each class of
exoskeleton has over the years defined certain requirements to suit their purpose.
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also
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has the advantage of actuating several joints at the same time with less active control over
found
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each
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This design is commonly
referred to as the base-to-distal mechanism [43,44]
One
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designs is known as compliant sysand is also mostly found at assistive-related
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temsOne
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designed
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such
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artificial
muscles
[45],
ible materials or elastic structures to transmit the forces to the joints of the fingers. Many
tendon-driven devices (Figure 6e) [46–49], and pneumatically actuated jointless structures
(Figure 6f) [50–54]. These devices can be lightweight and compact at the hand but usually
require cables or air tubes situated remotely to the actuating unit. Special design care must
be taken, especially for rehabilitation and assistance purposes, because there is no rigid
structure to guide the finger and transmit the required torques to the joint. The flexible
structure usually relies on the rigid skeleton bone structure to guide the fingers in flexion
and extension or abduction and adduction motions. Therefore, any misaligned forces may
cause secondary injuries over time or cause discomfort to the users.
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compressed air (pneumatics) or hydraulic fluids.

There was a study done in 2018 by [55] to determine the design requirements for hand
assistive powered exoskeletons. This study interviewed clinicians and patients with hand
impairments to determine the most suitable requirements for an assistive hand exoskeleton.
The clinicians emphasized the importance of obtaining opposition with the thumb and how
it will increase the patient’s ability to become more independent. The patients indicated
the tasks that they would like the hand exoskeletons to assist them with such as hold
utensils to eat, write, carry a bag, drink something, use a computer, etc. (many referring
to pinch, power, and hook grip formations); there are many tasks identified through the
interviews, which all are basic and everyday tasks. Many have indicated that the hand
exoskeleton must at least be strong enough to hold a 750 mL can or mug and operate the
device continuously for at least 6 h. Patients also indicated that a weight of 200 g on the
hand will be manageable, and an open palm would be preferred. Figure 7 indicates the
average weight of each exoskeleton design type and can be compared to the preferred
weight mentioned above.
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This is a very useful paper to gather firsthand information on the possible end-user
and determining the desired requirements to fulfill.
4.1. General Requirements
4.1.1. Safety
Safety is the most crucial requirement for all hand exoskeletons and exoskeletons in
general, especially for active systems. These systems can cause harm to the user; therefore,
caution must be taken when designing such a mechanism. The mechanical actuation and
control system must ensure that the natural movements of the fingers are executed and
do not induce secondary injuries to the users, especially for rehabilitation and assistive
mechanisms. Mechanical stops, force limits, or limited rotation can be used for such
systems to ensure that there will be no excessive range of motion movements. Designs
incorporating such safety mechanisms are [12,32,33,35–37,39–42,44,45,50,51,53,54,56–70].
4.1.2. Comfort
Hand exoskeleton must be comfortable for the user, especially for rehabilitation,
assistive, and haptic devices. These devices are made to be worn for long periods. The
hand exoskeleton is required to have an ergonomic structure and fit the hand to perform
tasks. Soft exoskeletons are generally classified as more comfortable than rigid systems but
can introduce discomfort when in operation if the forces are not transmitted correctly.
The interaction between the hand and the device is the most important aspect for comfort.
Devices that utilize the construction of remote center of rotation, redundant, and base-to-distal
generally have the interaction of the device with the respective phalanges of the fingers on
the dorsal (backside) of the finger. Foam pads and Velcro or silicone straps are the most
popular method for securing these devices to the fingers [12,35,38–41,43,58,59,61,63,71,72].
The foam acts as a damper and increases the comfort for the user. Some redundant devices
are attached to a material glove such as in [42,64], while other base-to-distal devices such
as [44,56] have custom-made thimbles to comfortably fit the user’s fingertip. Compliant
and jointless structures mostly use gloves as the interaction point between the fingers and
the tendons or artificial muscles. This is one main reason for the higher comfort in “soft”
exoskeletons due to the lack of “rigid” structures.
Most devices are in the prototyping phase, and generally, the “rigid” structures are
constructed from polylactic acid (PLA) polymer, which is biodegradable and is generally
used in 3D printing. The minority devices that were released for clinical environments are
constructed from aluminum metal for durability [35]. “Soft” exoskeletons are generally
made from soft materials such as silicone to reduce weight and increase comfort for
the users.
4.1.3. Affordability
Hand exoskeletons and exoskeletons in general tend to be very expensive. This is
due to the technology and materials available as well as this being a relatively new area
of research. The development of technology as the field progresses makes the devices
more affordable in today’s society. Rapid prototyping such as 3D printing and software
modeling enables devices to be made relatively efficient and cost-effective, but there is still
a search for a design to accommodate all requirements with the best execution. The devices
must be affordable to the patient and the clinicians if it is to be used in a clinical setting.
Devices custom-designed for a patient are generally more expensive than a device that is
transparent to various users. Low maintenance and ease of use is also generally a kind of
mandatory requirement.
4.1.4. Adaptability
The devices are preferable to be designed for multiple end-users and to fit various
hand sizes. This is especially necessary for augmentation, haptic, and rehabilitation devices
due to various users that will use the device each with a different hand structure and size.
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The hand exoskeletons reviewed in this paper have been designed for adult-size hands,
and many can adjust to the varying sizes in this range (refer to Table 1). Sandoval-Gonzalez
et al. conducted an anthropometric study of the hand to obtain an average hand size from
the combination of males and females from the ages of 16 to 70 [63], for hand exoskeleton
design. This can be a good reference for future designs. Figure 8 (along with Table 1),
indicates the distribution of the design topologies found in the literature.
Table 1. Captures the interaction between the human and the device as well as indicating the adaptability of the reviewed
devices.
Design Type

Wearability

Adaptability

Devices

Matched-axis

The exoskeleton generally has
concave-shaped clips inlined
with foam, which attaches to
the finger phalange through
Velcro or silicone straps.
These clips are designed to fit
the finger ergonomics, hence
the concave shape.

To adjust to different finger
sizes, these are generally
designed to have the proximal
and middle phalange clips to
slide in or out to align the
joint axis to the exoskeleton
axis. These are usually passive
prismatic joints.

[32,33]

Remote centre of rotation,
redundant and Base-to-distal

These devices are similar in
the way they attached to the
fingers. Usually, the section
attached to the phalange has a
concave shape to the phalange
and attaches to the finger
through a Velcro or silicone
strap. Some devices have
custom rigid rings the
phalanges interact with, and
others have thimbles for the
distal phalanges. Some
exoskeletons have their
interaction points with the
finger attached to a glove for a
more comfortable and
convenient fitting.

These are designed to be
adjustable to various hand
sizes by simply adjusting the
phalange clips to the center of
the phalanges. The only
drawback to the device using
a glove will be that a different
size glove has to be used to for
different hand sizes.

[12,35,37–44,56–
58,60,61,63,64,67,69,72–74]

Compliant

Most of the compliant devices
use gloves to anchor the
actuating mechanisms to the
appropriate joints or
phalanges. Others make use
of a custom silicone-based
sleeve that enables custom
interactions with the finger.

Gloves are adjustable to only a
certain hand size before a
different glove is required.
This is a common issue with
compliant devices. Custom
silicone-based designs can
adjust to a greater number of
hand sizes.

[46–49,66,75–78]

Jointless structures

Gloves are the most popular
method for attaching jointless
structures or artificial muscles.
Velcro is used to attach the
actuating device to the glove.

This method of actuation
cannot generally adjust to
various hand sizes and are
usually custom made for the
end-user.

[45,50–52,54,79]
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4.2.2. Assistive
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ing. The amount of output force to control the fingers is not as crucial as in other applications. Due to the device being worn by healthy individuals, adjustability is recommended
for an affordable device, and individual finger movement is required (Table 2).
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is recommended for an affordable device, and individual finger movement is required
(Table 2).
4.2.4. Augmentation
These types of hand exoskeletons serve the purpose to amplify the user’s power. This
is made for healthy individuals and portability is favorable. These types of exoskeletons
are generally produced for military purposes, but it is also used in the space program to
help astronauts flex and extend their fingers through the stiff spacesuit [80,81]. High power
output is required for these types of hand exoskeletons with maximum safety precautions
implemented, as these devices can cause serious harm to the user if malfunctioned (Table 2).
Table 2. These requirements are only the identified general important factors and may differ for
certain applications.
Type

Requirements

Rehabilitation

Safety
High output force
Transparent
Active or passive actuation
Easy wearable
Finger tracking/sensor feedback
Comfortable
Combined or independent finger control
Backdrivable

Assistive

Safety
Easy wearable
Transparent
Active actuation
Portable
Lightweight
Comfortable
Combined or independent finger control
Interaction with objects
Intention detection is preferable
Backdrivable
Affordable

Haptic

Safety
Transparent
Easy wearable
Portable
Lightweight
Independent finger movement
Finger tracking
Comfortable
Affordable

Augmentation

Safety
Easy wearable
Comfortable
Portable
Transparent
High output force

5. Overview of Hand Exoskeleton Technologies
By breaking down the various parts of the hand exoskeleton technologies, thus far,
it is clear that it can be classified into sections of actuation, power transmission, sensing
methods, and the control system methods used (Figure 9).
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Figure 10. Illustrates the various actuation methods explored in both active and passive systems.
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5.1.1. Passive Actuation
A passive system generally includes parts that store potential energy (such as springs
or any elastic material) and can operate without any electricity (Figure 10). These systems
were designed for the main purpose to assist the patient in the last stages of training to
strengthen their motor skills and the muscles of the impaired limb. These passive systems
are made to be worn at home or any setting outside a clinical environment, but it can
Robotics 2021, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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Table 3. Advantages and disadvantages of the various actuation methods. These are the basic
identified parameters and may vary depending on the quality of the products used.
Actuator type

Advantage

Disadvantage
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Table 3. Advantages and disadvantages of the various actuation methods. These are the basic
identified parameters and may vary depending on the quality of the products used.

•

Actuator Type

Advantage

Disadvantage

DC Motor

Low cost
High starting torque
Variable speed with voltage
Easy to control
Can switch rotation/Bidirectional

High maintenance
Low torque at high speeds
Can spark on startup
Commutator cause power loss
Relatively noisy operation

BLDC Motor

High torque to weight ratio
Brushless
Better efficiency than DC motors
Low maintenance
Longer lifespan
Smaller in size than DC motors
Lower noise than DC motors
Suitable for medical applications
Can switch rotation/Bidirectional

Higher cost than DC motors
Complex control
Resonance can be an issue

Pneumatic

High power to weight ratio
Easy to control
Cost-effective
Safe
Less moving parts

Heavy and bulky
A leak can cause poor function
Temperature can affect the
system

Hydraulic

High power-to-weight ratio
Easy to control
Simple construction
Safe
Less moving parts

Heavy and bulky
A leak can cause poor function
Dangerous if a pipe fails

SEA

Increase safety
Great shock absorbance
Lower reflected inertia
Accurate force measurement and
control

Lower stiffness
Higher power requirement
Increase mechanical
complexity
Lower actuation bandwidth

SMA

High power-to-weight ratio
Lightweight

Highly nonlinear
Saturated
Power loss in the form of heat
Complex control

Pneumatic actuators: this method of actuating the fingers of the hand is the next
most popular method of exploration (Figure 11). Pneumatic actuation refers to the
use of compressed air to execute the required action. Various methods have been
developed to acquire the ROM of the fingers by the use of inflatable flexible materials [51,52], pneumatic cylinders [60,89], bellow-shaped systems [53], or artificial
muscles [45,54,90]. Some pneumatic cylinders are directly connected to the required
phalanges. This means that these devices are usually situated in the palm as in [89],
whereas most of the other systems are located at the dorsal side of the hand. Pneumatic systems are also used for augmentation purposes but work for rehabilitation and
assistance as well. A pneumatic driven glove has the advantage of being lightweight
on the hand itself as well as have a high power to weight ratio, but this system has a
few drawbacks for use in assistive situations. Pneumatic systems require a compressor,
storage tank, valves, transport air tubes, etc. This can cause the system to become
bulky and heavy. According to Boser et al. [55], patients with hand impairments have
indicated that a waist belt containing this equipment that weighs less than 3kg will
be acceptable, but in general, this equipment can be on the heavy side depending on
the pressure and size required. Therefore, remote actuation is recommended for this
actuator or with the use of a wheelchair where the equipment can be stored.
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Hydraulic actuators: This method of actuation is similar to the pneumatic system
in operation, but instead of air, an incompressible liquid is used. This is for applications where generally more power is required; therefore, it is suitable for use in
augmentation devices. Hydraulic cylinders [60], flexible inflatable materials [50],
as well as certain artificial muscles [45,54] are devices that are explored to transfer
hydraulic power.
Series Elastic Actuators (SEA): SEA is a system that can be driven by an electric motor
but utilizes a spring element in series with the load, which creates certain unique
features. The traditional aim of joints is to be as stiff as possible, but in the case of SEAs,
the aim is to reduce the stiffness of the joint, which creates new possibilities. SEAs offer
several advantages such as greater shock absorbance, lower reflected inertia, more
accurate and stable force control, and the most important one is the increase in safety
due to the lower stiffness [90]. This actuator seems to be an ideal solution for hand
exoskeletons, but the reduction in joint or actuator stiffness means that lower forces
can be transferred to the exoskeleton. It also increases the mechanical complexity
of the device, has higher power requirements, and has a low actuation bandwidth.
Very few researchers have implemented this type of actuator over the years such
as [42,61,65,69].
Shape Memory Alloy (SMA): This type of actuator was explored by [39,49]. It is an
unusual type of actuator, which works on the principle of deformation of the material.
The material expands and contracts due to heating and cooling at certain temperatures.
The material is usually made of a rod or wire type and is heated by applying a current
through it. The system is considered to be highly nonlinear and saturated but has a
high power to weight ratio. The rods or wire also produce a lot of heat, and safety
must be considered when this is to be used as a driving system for an exoskeleton.
Other: There have been a few other actuators explored such as electroactive polymers
and ultrasonic motors, which is an indication that the search for an ideal actuator is
still being researched [91].

5.2. Power Transmission
The following are various methods that have been explored to transmit the power
from
the actuation unit to the required joints of the hand (Figure 12).
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5.2.2. Cable Mechanisms
Cable mechanisms can be divided into Bowden cable driven devices and tendondriven devices (Figure 12), but tendon-driven systems are explained in the next section of
“Compliant” mechanisms. Bowden cable transmission offers an alternative means of actuating the system through cables (or sometimes rigid rods), which are routed in a tube
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5.2.1. Rigid Mechanical Structure
These transmission methods (Figure 12) are some of the first and most simple ways of
transferring the actuator moves to the required joints. Direct drive is exactly what the word
suggests; the motor is directly connected to the structure such as in [43,44,56,63]. There
is a fine line between direct drive and a gear assembly. [43,44,56,63] are essentially also
classified as a geared system, because the motor is connected through a gear train to the
structure. A device such as [85] is also a good reference to a geared system. The idea behind
a direct drive or geared system is for the actuators to be as close to the structure as possible,
meaning that the motors are usually mounted on the dorsal side of the hand. This enables
the devices to be portable and less complex as well as minimizes the power or transmission
losses but increases the weight on the hand. Due to the mass issue and motor sizes, there
are most of the time fewer actuators to actuate the fingers (this is called an underactuated
system). Mostly all hand exoskeletons are underactuated due to the number of DOF and
the required ROM the hand has to offer. It is merely impossible to fit each DOF with an
actuator and maintain a portable system. Therefore, mechanical links were designed and
implemented. These structures can actuate several DOF at the same time in a controlled
manner by using one actuator depending on the design. The most popular devices are of
the remote center of rotation [35,38] and four-bar linkage mechanisms [37,40–42,64,65,72].
Base-to-distal devices that have mechanical links in series are also popular if the device
needs to fit various users and maintain a simple design [56,67,85,87]. Devices with a
matched axis mechanical structure have also been explored such as [31,32,62].
5.2.2. Cable Mechanisms
Cable mechanisms can be divided into Bowden cable driven devices and tendondriven devices (Figure 12), but tendon-driven systems are explained in the next section of
“Compliant” mechanisms. Bowden cable transmission offers an alternative means of actuating the system through cables (or sometimes rigid rods), which are routed in a tube (usually
from a material that offers low friction such as a Teflon tube or Polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) tube) to the actuating unit. This allows the actuating unit to be situated remotely
from the hand exoskeleton itself. This system is usually used for stationary rehabilitation
but can be situated in a wheelchair for mobility. Bowden cable transmission suffers greatly
from friction, backlash, lower power transmission, due to the friction, and the sheaths exert
forces on the exoskeleton when movement is applied, but inertia is reduced on the hand.
This can be seen in devices such as [32,57,59,61,66,69,70].
5.2.3. Compliant Mechanisms
Compliant structures generally refer to the category of “soft” exoskeletons. It can
be divided into tendon-driven devices, artificial muscles, and flexible jointless structures
(Figure 12).

•

Power is transferred to the exoskeleton via tendon cables, but the difference between
tendon and Bowden cable systems is that tendon cables mimic the hand anatomy
structure by flexing and extending the fingers with a cable routed in a glove, whereas
Bowden cables use a rigid structure to transfer the cable forces to the fingers, as mentioned previously. Tendon cables are usually connected to the distal part of the finger
and flex or extend the finger by applying tension to the cable. This type of transmission
is normally unidirectional, meaning only one cable can execute a single task such
as flexion or extension. A second cable is required to have a bidirectional actuation,
which means another actuator is generally required. These types of developed hand
exoskeletons are usually underactuated systems where a single actuator can flex or
extend multiple fingers such as in [47,48,76] by the use of a single cable routed in a
loop across or between the fingers. Other tendon-driven devices are usually driven by
artificial muscles [45] or by SMA [49]. Tendon cables can suffer from cable breakage,
the routing paths are sometimes complex and can cause power losses due to friction,
but they can apply the required forces to the digit itself instead of the joints.
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5.3.1. Position
In an active system especially for rehabilitation and haptic purposes, the position of
the fingers in the current and desired state must be known. Then, this information can be
reflected for the therapist on progress or live finger tracking for virtual or teleoperation
applications. Various sensors have been used depending on the design and function of
the device (Figure 14). Encoders such as optical or magnetic (hall-effect) encoders are generally used on the electric motors themselves to track the revolutions per minute (rpm) or
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5.3.1. Position
In an active system especially for rehabilitation and haptic purposes, the position of
the fingers in the current and desired state must be known. Then, this information can be
reflected for the therapist on progress or live finger tracking for virtual or teleoperation
applications. Various sensors have been used depending on the design and function of
the device (Figure 14). Encoders such as optical or magnetic (hall-effect) encoders
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fingertip being the part of the finger that is always in contact with an object when it is held
manipulated. One major use for the force sensors is for feedback to the therapist to analyze
or manipulated. One major use for the force sensors is for feedback to the therapist to
the progress of the rehabilitation process. Devices such as [32,40,43,57,59,60,71,73,77]
analyze the progress of the rehabilitation process. Devices such as
indicate the applications of these force sensors. According to [20], the minimum required
[32,40,43,57,59,60,71,73,77] indicate the applications of these force sensors. According to
gripping force for manipulating objects are between 10 N and −13 N. Redundant, remote
[20], the minimum required gripping force for manipulating objects are between 10 N and
center of rotation, and base-to-distal devices apply their respective forces perpendicular to
−13 N. Redundant, remote center of rotation, and base-to-distal devices apply their rethe contact points between the device and the phalanges. These forces can be nonuniform,
spective forces perpendicular to the contact points between the device and the phalanges.
depending on the number of active DOF, unlike pneumatically or hydraulically-driven
These forces can be nonuniform, depending on the number of active DOF, unlike pneujointless structures, the pressure is uniform across the actuator, which generates a uniform
matically or hydraulically-driven jointless structures, the pressure is uniform across the
grip force that can be seen in the study performed by [52].
actuator, which generates a uniform grip force that can be seen in the study performed by
[52].

5.3.3. Biosignals
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5.3.3. Biosignals
Biosignals are a way to detect the user’s intentions by measuring electrical muscle
activity in the forearm or motor functions in the brain. There are mostly two types of
biosignals that are measured, not only for control but for sensing whether the hand is
being active and to observe the recovery of certain motor and muscle functions. Surface
electromyography (sEMG) can be used as a sensor to control the exoskeleton or observe
and get feedback from the progress of training. sEMG is the measure of muscle electrical
activity in the body. In the case of a hand, the muscles responsible for flexing and extending
the fingers through tendons are located in the forearm. sEMG is used as a sensor to measure
muscle activity to determine if the patient’s muscles are recovering and strengthening.
Challenges arising with sEMG are that the electrodes used to stick to the forearm must be
placed in the same place for the best results. The electrodes can give distorted readings
when they are applied to a hairy, dirty, or wet skin surface. The number of electrodes used
is generally less than the number of DOF of the hand; therefore, it can be challenging to get
independent high DOF measurements [54,60,64,70,72].
Another biosignal that is used for determining the progress of the rehabilitating patient
is the use of an electroencephalogram (EEG). The brain is active with electrical activity
when certain muscles are actuated, in this case, the hand. An EEG can be used to measure
these electrical signals and determine if the muscle motor function is recovering from the
impairment in the case of rehabilitation for a patient with impaired hands. EEG can be
both invasive and noninvasive, but most of the devices are utilizing the noninvasive EEG
in the form of a head cap full of electrodes [66,68]. EEG signals are known to have low
signal to noise ratios and must be amplified and filtered to obtain a working signal. EEGs
also have longer reaction times, and significant signal processing is required.
5.3.4. Other
One study in particular [45] used a unique method for a sensor that is known as
a polypyrrole sensor. The principle of this type of sensor is to pass a current through
a conductive polymer and measure the conductivity of the material. The conductivity
changes as the material is deformed, and therefore, the strain can be determined. This
sensor offers good stability, easy and cheap manufacturing, and is light in weight. The
downside to this sensor is that it utilizes a lot of wiring and can become bulky as the
number of sensors increases.
Most of the pneumatic-driven soft exoskeletons control their system through the help
of pressure sensors. The devices are usually designed to have a certain finger bending
curvature at a certain pressure; therefore, pressure sensors are utilized in those exoskeletons.
5.4. Control
The control of the exoskeleton refers to the brains of the operation. The control usually
consists of a microcontroller to process the sensor information and to give commands to
the actuation units. A processing unit, such as a computer, is also used to further process
the sensor data and give feedback to the therapist on the progress of the patient or for the
signal processing when user intention is detected for active control.
The control can be divided into the control signals, the type of control for a specific
task or rehabilitation exercise, and the control scheme to process the information and task
executions (Figure 15).
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Force

actuated according to the force applied by the user. As mentioned previously, the force
sensors are usually mounted on the fingertips. This signal can allow the user to train at
their limits for rehabilitation tasks [42,60,77], but it is also mainly used in assistive and
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Trigger
The trigger refers to buttons that the user must press to execute a certain task, such as
closing the hand to grab an object or to open the hand for release [32]. Electrical switches
have also been used to select the type of training for the user or therapist to select.
Force
Force signal control is more of an interactive mode of control for the user. This is one
of the more popular methods of control and sensing (Figure 16). The hand exoskeleton is
actuated according to the force applied by the user. As mentioned previously, the force
sensors are usually mounted on the fingertips. This signal can allow the user to train
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•
EOG: The EOG signal is the measure of the cornea–retina standing potential that is
active between the back and front of the human eye. This signal is generally combined with the EEG signals to execute certain tasks.
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•

EOG: The EOG signal is the measure of the cornea–retina standing potential that is
active between the back and front of the human eye. This signal is generally combined
with the EEG signals to execute certain tasks.

5.4.2. Type
Different types of controls have been explored with certain designs (Table 5), many
targeting specific areas of rehabilitation, and others for assisting purposes (Figure 15). Many
of these control techniques are also commonly referred to as the types of rehabilitation
training methods, but some are also used for assistive purposes.
Table 5. This table gives information about rehabilitation type of exoskeletons used to treat different
injuries or diseases.

•

•

Device

Design and Actuator Type

Injury or Disease

[46,49,66,75]

Compliant,
tendon-driven/Bowden cable

Cerebral vascular disease
(Stroke)

[35,38]

Remote center of rotation
(metal links with polymer
splint), linear actuators

Cerebral vascular disease
(Stroke)

[31–33,88]

Matched-axis (phalange
segment shells), Bowden cable
transmission

Cerebral vascular disease
(Stroke)/ Hemiparalysis

[12]

Redundant (four-bar linkage),
gear train electric motors

Cerebral vascular disease
(Stroke)

[57,61,64,69,73]

Redundant, Bowden cable
transmission

Cerebral vascular disease
(Stroke)

[37,40,58,67,77]

Redundant, linear actuator

Cerebral vascular disease
(Stroke)/ Grip pathologies

[39]

Redundant (Links), shape
memory alloy

CPM

[43]

Base-to-distal, direct drive

Cerebral vascular disease
(Stroke)

[50]

Jointless flexible structure,
hydraulic

Grip pathologies

[51,53]

Jointless flexible structure,
pneumatic

Cerebral vascular disease
(Stroke)/Arthritis/CPM

[63]

Redundant, direct drive

Cerebral vascular disease
(Stroke)/ CPM

[68,78]

Compliant, linear actuator

Cerebral vascular disease
(Stroke)

Continuous Passive Motion (CPM): This method ignores the intentions of the user
and only actuates the exoskeleton along a predefined trajectory path. There is usually
no feedback to the user on progress or such because this mode of control is used
for patients right after hand surgery or the initial stages of an injury to prevent the
development of stiffness.
Master/Slave: This technique requires a control glove and the exoskeleton glove.
The control glove usually consists of sensors that are used as input or control signals
for the exoskeleton. The control glove essentially controls the movements of the
exoskeleton; in other words, the exoskeleton mimics the motions of the control glove.
This technique is used for rehabilitation purposes to keep the patient in the loop of
control by interacting with the device. Two hands are usually required for operation:
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•

•

one healthy hand to rehabilitate the impaired hand. This method is recommended for
patients with hemiplegia.
Task-Specific Training: This is a type of training method that allows the patient to be
active in the rehabilitation process by executing certain tasks with the exoskeleton
provided by the therapist, such as picking and placing objects. This type of control is
more of a training technique for rehabilitation but utilizes either a Master/Slave or
bio-signal control for the main operation.
Active resistance: This is another type of rehabilitation technique to improve the
disability of the patient. The technique allows the exoskeleton to resist the motion of
the patient by a set resistance parameter depending on the patient’s progress. Force
control is a popular method for measuring and resisting the user’s motions.

5.4.3. Scheme
There are mainly two types of control schemes utilized by exoskeletons, which are
known as low-level and high-level control, respectively.

•

•

Low-level control: This type of control can be referred to as the actuator drivers or the
scheme that processes the information given by the high-level controller. This level
of control is the most used due to its simplicity and reliability. The low-level control
essentially captures all the sensor information and acts according to its specifications.
High-level control: This control has a higher level on the hierarchy, which in turn
gives it its name. This scheme involves the processing of information and determining
the commands sent to the low-level controller to execute the tasks. Processes that
involve high-level control usually consider factors such as position, force, impedance,
or admittance. EEG or EMG signal processing has a form of high-level control to detect
the intention of the user and act according to the classifications. Position estimation or
path planning are also good examples. These systems are usually also referred to as
intelligent.

6. Existing Hand Exoskeletons
This section contains a summary of existing active hand exoskeletons found in the
literature. There exist several designs, which all contain some sort of key design features
to improve the technology. The review done on these designs is to underline key design
features and limitations. Both rigid and soft hand exoskeletons are mentioned as well as
their intended applications and contributions. Not all the designs are listed below; refer to
Table 6 for a summary of the designs and specifications reviewed.
6.1. Mohamaddan et al.
The study includes the development of a wire-driven hand rehabilitation device,
by [75], to flex and extend the fingers of post-stroke patients, especially focusing on
patients with paralysis on one side of the body (hemiplegia).
The proposed concept utilizes a cable for the extension of the finger and a cable for the
flexion. The extension cable is situated on the dorsal side of the finger, which only connects
to the distal part of the finger. The flexion cable is situated on the lower side (ventral) of the
finger with a connection point also on the distal part of the finger. The authors are using
the finger bone structure as the guideline for the range of motion. This actuating method
flexes the distal joint (DIP) first, then the PIP joint, and lastly the MCP joint. This is not the
natural flexion and extension motions of the fingers, as explained in [46].
The hand is activated through the cables connected to a gearbox driven with a DC motor. The device is self-controlled, meaning that it has a controller to actuate the flexion and
extension movements and can be controlled with the patient’s other hand. The controller is
essentially a trigger system with electrical switches to execute certain commands such as
flexion and extension.
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Table 6. Summary of rehabilitation, assistive, haptic, and augmentation hand exoskeletons with their mechanical and control design attributes in chronological order.
Reference

Year

Device
Name

Function

Actuation

Design
Topology

Degrees of
Freedom

Force/Torque/
Pressure Output
(N/Nm/Pa)

FingerAssisted
Motion

Weight

[75]

2010

Mohamaddan
et al.

Rehabilitation

Tendon/Cable

Compliant

-

-

Flex/Extend

-

[35]

2010

Tong et al.

Rehabilitation

Linear actuator

Remote
center of
rotation

10

-

Flex/Extend

[32]

2010

HANDEXOS

Rehabilitation

Bowden cable

Matched axis

3 active
3 passive

-

[12]

2010

HEXORR

Rehabilitation

Four-bar linkage

Redundant

2

[76]

2011

In et al.

Assistance

Tendon/Cable

Compliant

[56]

2011

HEXOSYS-II

Assistance

Direct drive

Base to distal

Control
Signals

Adaptability

No

Switch
trigger

No

500 g

Yes

EMG

Yes

Flex/Extend
Ab/Add

-

Yes

Switch
trigger

Yes

-

Flex/Extend
Ab/Add
(+Thumb)

-

No

Torque
control

Yes

-

18 N

Flex/Extend

80 g

Yes

-

-

5

-

Flex/Extend

±500 g

Yes

-

Yes

250 g

No

Torque
control

Yes

Portability

[57,73]

2011

iHandRehab

Rehabilitation/
Haptic

Bowden cable

Redundant

8

-

Flex/Extend
(+Thumb)
Ab/Add
(+Thumb)

[58]

2012

Rahman et al.

Rehabilitation

Linear actuator

Redundant

15

-

Flex/Extend

<2 kg

Yes

[77]

2012

SEM glove

Rehabilitation

Bowden cable
(Underactuated)

Compliant

-

3–4 N

Flex/Extend

700 g

Yes

[45]

2013

UoA

Rehabilitation/
Assistance

Pneumatic/Tendon
cable

Artificial
muscle

19

-

Flex/Extend

<1 kg

Yes

[39]

2013

Tang et al.

Rehabilitation

Shape memory
alloy
(Underactuated)

Redundant

5

20 N

Flex/Extend

-

Yes

EMG

Yes

[31,33]

2013

HX

Rehabilitation

Bowden cable
(Underactuated)

Matched axis

3 active
6 passive

DIP–0.25Nm

Flex/Extend
Free
Ab/Add

500 g hand,
1 kg
actuation

Yes

-

Yes

[59]

2013

Zhang et al.

Rehabilitation

Bowden cable

Circuitous
joint

6

-

Flex/Extend

-

No

-

Yes

2013

Lambercy
et al.

Rehabilitation

Linear
actuator/Fourbar
linkage

Redundant

1 active
3 passive

10 N

Thumb
opposition

150 g

Yes

Position
control

Yes

[40]

Master/Slave
Force
control
Position/Force

Yes
No
Yes
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Table 6. Cont.
Reference

Year

Device
Name

Function

Actuation

Design
Topology

Degrees of
Freedom

Force/Torque/
Pressure Output
(N/Nm/Pa)

FingerAssisted
Motion

Weight

[88]

2013

Wei et al.

Rehabilitation

Cable

Matched axis

1

-

Flex/Extend

-

[43]

2014

Iqbal et al.

Rehabilitation

Direct drive
(Underactuated)

Base to distal

1 active
3 passive

45 N

Flex/Extend

[60]

2014

OFX

Augmentation

Pneumatic

Redundant

2

42.3 N

[74]

2014

RML glove

Haptic

Cable

Base to distal

-

[50]

2014

Polygerinos
et al.

Rehabilitation/
Assistance

Hydraulic

Jointless
flexible
structure

[46]

2015

Yang et al.

Rehabilitation

Tendon/cable

Control
Signals

Adaptability

Yes

EMG

Yes

1 kg

Yes

Position
control

Yes

Flex/Extend

-

No

Force
control

Yes

10 N

Resistive
force

180 g

Yes

Force
input,
Potision
output

Yes

-

8N

Flex/Extend

285 g hand,
3.3 kg
actuation

Yes

-

-

Compliant

3

14.7 N

Flex/Extend

-

Yes

-

No

12

3.59 N

Flex/Extend

200 g hand

Yes

-

No

Portability

[51]

2015

ExoGlove

Rehabilitation/
Assistance

Pneumatic

Jointless
flexible
structure

[61]

2015

Agarwal
et al.

Rehabilitation

Bowden
cable/SEA

Redundant

2

-

Flex/Extend

80 g hand

Yes

Torque
control

Yes

[47]

2015

Exo-Glove

Assistance

Tendon/cable
(Underactuated)

Complaint

-

40 N

Flex/Extend

194 g hand

Yes

Wrist
motion

No

[37]

2015

Cui et al.

Rehabilitation

Linear actuator/Linkage

Redundant

5

-

Flex/Extend

-

Yes

-

Yes

[52]

2016

Yap et al.

Assistance

Pneumatic

Jointless
flexible
structure

15

13.6 N at 153 kPa

Flex/Extend

170 g hand

Yes

EMG/RFID

No

[41]

2016

HES

Assistance

Cable/Linkage

Redundant

4

10 N

Extend

350 g

Yes

Switch
trigger

Yes

[42]

2016

Jo et al.

Haptic

Linear actuator/Linkage/SEA

Redundant

3

3N

Flex/Extend

298 g

Yes

Force
control

Yes

[53]

2016

HaghshenasJaryani
et al.

Rehabilitation

Pneumatic

Soft-Rigid
hybrid

15

-

Flex/Extend

-

No

CPM

No
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Table 6. Cont.
Reference

Year

Device
Name

Function

Actuation

Design
Topology

Degrees of
Freedom

Force/Torque/
Pressure Output
(N/Nm/Pa)

FingerAssisted
Motion

Weight

[44]

2016

HEXOTRAC

Haptic

Direct drive
(Underactuated)

Base to distal

6

4.8 N

Resistive
force

-

[48]

2016

Popov et al.

Assistance

Tendon/cable

Compliant

-

16 N

Flex/Extend

[63]

2016

ExoK’ab

Rehabilitation

Direct drive

Redundant

30

-

[64]

2017

Abdallah

Rehabilitation

Cable/linkage

Redundant

15

[79]

2017

Yap et al.

Assistance

Pneumatic

Jointless
flexible
structure

[49]

2018

Kazeminasab
et al.

Rehabilitation/
Assistance

Tendon
cable/SMA
(Underactuated)

[54]

2018

Al-Fahaam
et al.

Augmentation

[66]

2018

mano

[38]

2018

[67]

Control
Signals

Adaptability

Yes

Force
control

Yes

340 g

Yes

-

Yes

Flex/Extend

-

Yes

Position/
Force
control

Yes

-

Flex/Extend

388 g

Yes

EMG

Yes

15

9.12 N at 120 kPa

Flex/Extend

180 g hand,
1.26 kg
actuation

Yes

Pressure
control

Yes

Compliant

5

45 N

Flex/Extend

85 g hand,
517 g
actuation

Yes

Force
control

No

Pneumatic

Artificial
muscle

15

25 N

Flex/Extend

120 g hand

No

Position/
Force
control

No

Assistance/
Rehabilitation

Bowden
cables/Artificial
tendons

Compliant

5

20 N

Flex/Extend

50 g hand,
930 g
actuation

Yes

EEG

Yes

ReHand

Rehabilitation

DC
motor/Sliding
linkage

Remote
Center of
rotation

10

-

Flex/Extend

-

Yes

EMG/
Voice
control

Yes

2019

Jo et al.

Rehabilitation

Linear actuator/
linkage

Redundant

1

-

Flex/Extend

156 g

Yes

CPM

Yes

[72]

2019

Akgun et al.

Rehabilitation

Linear actuator/Linkage

Redundant

1

45 N

Flex/Extend

-

Yes

Adaptive
compliance

Yes

[68]

2019

Li et al.

Rehabilitation/
Assistance

Linear
actuator/Spring
link

Soft-Rigid
hybrid

5

7.3 N

Flex/Extend

401 g

Yes

EEG

No

[69]

2019

HX-β

Rehabilitation

Bowden
cable/SEA
(Underactuation)

Redundant

5

4N

Flex/Extend

420 g

No

Position/
Torque
control

Yes

Portability
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Table 6. Cont.
Reference

Year

Device
Name

Function

Actuation

Design
Topology

Degrees of
Freedom

Force/Torque/
Pressure Output
(N/Nm/Pa)

FingerAssisted
Motion

Weight

[70]

2020

RELab
tenoexo

Assistance

Bowden
cable/Spring link
(Underactuated)

Soft-Rigid
hybrid

3

6.4 N

Flex/Extend
Ab/Add

148 g hand,
492 g
actuation

[78]

2020

Serbest et al.

Rehabilitation

Linear
actuator/Tendon
cable/Springs

Compliant

1

6N

Flex/Extend

750 g

Control
Signals

Adaptability

Yes

EMG

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Portability
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Problems such as cable tension, shifting of finger clips, and complexity arise during
the experimental phase of concept 1. In concept 2, the finger clips were limited to four
only, one on each middle phalange (because testing indicated it to be the best place for
pulling the finger), the device had two separate controllers: one for the thumb and another
for the other fingers. The main problem encountered was the control of the thumb due
to its structure. The final design consists of a combination of the mechanical supporting
structure and the cable actuation. One wire is used to flex all four fingers, and individual
cables are used to extend each finger individually. The thumb has its own set of cables. A
cotton glove was introduced to improve the comfort of the device in contact with the hand.
The device is controlled with a push-button controller. It is mainly focused on rehabilitation (not a portable device) of flexion, extension, fist making, and grasping exercises.
6.2. Tong et al.
This design introduces a hand exoskeleton capable of actuating all five fingers with
two DOF (flexion and extension) for each finger [35]. The hand is controlled through the
patient’s intentions by using EMG signals.
The purpose of designing such a hand exoskeleton was to improve the quality and
activities of daily living for individuals with hand disabilities, meaning that this device
is focused on rehabilitation and assistance. This is due to the current devices not being
portable.
The device is focused on task training, such as assisting opening and closing of the
hand. It can perform continuous passive motion (CPM) as well as active control through
EMG intention detection. Another requirement is that the user must be able to feel the
objects with their hands; therefore, the palmar side must be free from any structure, forcing
a dorsal fixture to be designed.
Regarding the actuation, the device was designed using a finger assembly that is
underactuated and has one linear actuator for each finger. The MCP joint and the PIP
joint have virtual centers of rotation (VCRs) and ROMs of 55◦ and 65◦ , respectively. The
linear actuator can exert a maximum force of 23 N at a speed of 12 mm/s. A full flexion or
extension takes around 4 s to complete. The device weighs around 500 g and can be put on
within 5 min.
The thumb can only be flexed and extended and is held in a natural posture through
a brace.
In addition, there is a wireless remote control with a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
screen to assist therapists to actuate the device when necessary and to select the modes
of operation.
A pilot study was done to validate the design. Two chronic subjects have undergone
training sessions, and the muscle activity was recorded before and after the experiment.
The study was done over 15 sessions for each patient. The results indicated improvements
in the functionality of the hands. Both patients have improved their activities of daily
life as they can pick up objects with their impaired hand as well as hold a pen and write
a few words.
6.3. HANDEXOS
This paper introduces a novel multi-phalange finger hand exoskeleton for post-stroke
rehabilitation named HANDEXOS [32].
The design of the hand exoskeleton consists of a shell-like structure on the phalanges
to distribute the forces and for comfort. It utilizes the matched axis design strategy
mentioned previously. The fingers are actuated remotely via Bowden cables to reduce the
weight and inertia of the moving parts. The device has active and passive DOF such as
flexion/extension and abduction/adduction and offers the full ROM of the finger.
Each finger has a module that consists of three links each with an upper and lower
shell secured with a Velcro strap to the individual phalanges. The palmar shells house a
force sensor on each shell for monitoring the contact forces. The links are joined together
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using active and passive DOF. The exoskeleton has three active and three passive DOF.
The active DOFs actuate the MCP, PIP, and DIP joints, whereas one passive DOF is for the
abduction/adduction of the MCP joint. Another is used between the MCP and PIP joint to
adjust for finger lengths. The last passive DOF is on the middle shell to adjust the DIP joint
for alignment.
The actuator is remotely placed and actuates the joints through cables. One cable is
used for active extension of each finger, and three individual cables are used to passively
flex the MCP, PIP, and DIP joints. The system is underactuated, meaning that the flexion
motion is caused solely by compression springs, and the extension is controlled through
a DC motor linear screw setup. The cables are fixed to pulleys on the lateral sides of the
finger: one side for extension and the other for flexion. The design can be easily adjusted
to various finger sizes and is made for post-stroke rehabilitation. The exoskeleton has a
considerable number of sensors. There are three force sensors on the joints, an encoder on
the motor axis, and hall sensors on the linear screw for limit switches.
The control system has a combination of high-level and low-level control.
6.4. HEXORR
The Hand Exoskeleton Rehabilitation Robot (HEXORR) [12] has been developed for
the main purpose to rehabilitate an impaired hand, especially for patients suffering from
hemiplegia. The hand exoskeleton (HE) can provide the active full range of motion for
all the digits. The HE is designed to actuate digits 2–5 together and the thumb separately.
The design features a low friction gear train and electric motors that enable the device
to measure both position and torque for various therapy control modes. It only consists
of two actuators but has been designed to replicate the natural grasping motion of the
hand. It can provide flexion/extension as well as abduction/adduction to the fingers
and has a high degree of transparency. The device is meant for rehabilitation purposes
only, which means it is a heavy and bulky design meant for stationary applications in
a controlled environment. To accomplish the finger ROM, the design utilizes a four-bar
linkage mechanism with the purpose to minimize backdrivability but features the matched
axis design topology.
6.5. In et al.
This design features a soft jointless structure for assistive hand exoskeletons [76].
Assistive devices have the main requirement of being portable and lightweight; therefore,
the focus of this design was to develop a device that has a jointless structure and is
underactuated. This soft hand exoskeleton features a compliant tendon driven topology,
where all three joints can be flexed by using only a single wire. The design is inspired by
the biomechanics and anatomy of the hand. The wires are routed through tubes that are
placed in such a position that it replicates the pulley structures for the finger tendons. The
authors proposed a unique routing path to actuate the fingers through a single actuator.
All of the wirings are routed in a wearable glove. The flexion motions are active (through a
BLDC motor), and the extension motions are passive (through linear springs). The hand
exoskeleton fingertip forces were measured to be 18 N with a tension force of 35 N. The
experiments validated the design, but it is clear that the efficiency of the device is quite low
due to friction.
6.6. iHandRehab
This paper presents a cable-driven design of a thumb and index finger hand exoskeleton for rehabilitation and haptic feedback uses [57]. The exoskeleton is designed to actuate
in both active and passive modes, has bidirectional movement, and has four DOF, which
can be actuated individually.
The device contains sensors for force and position feedback. The actuation unit is
mounted remotely from the body (desk mounted) and actuate the joints through cables.
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The control system utilizes high-level control, which is integrated with the virtual
environment. The hand exoskeleton weighs about 250 g on the hand.
The authors used a parallelogram shape (Redundant topology) made from the links
to flex and extend each joint. Each joint has a position sensor to capture the angle of that
joint. To accommodate the various finger sizes, a slider mechanism between each joint was
adopted and can be adjusted accordingly.
6.7. Rahman et al.
This paper presents the design of an exoskeleton to flex and extend the fingers by
utilizing bilateral movement training [58]. The exoskeleton design features couplings
attached to the finger phalanges. A flexible wire is attached to a linear actuator and
the links on the phalanges. Flexion occurs if the linear actuator pushes on the rod and
generates the bending force to flex the fingers and vice versa for the extension. The device
is controlled through a master/slave system. This features a control glove that actuates the
exoskeleton according to its motion. This is mainly intended for the patient to rehabilitating
their hemiparetic hand and features the independent movement of all five fingers.
6.8. SEM Glove
The SEM glove [77] is a patented soft hand exoskeleton with the intention of grasp
improvement and rehabilitation. The design features an underactuated tendon-driven
glove that can assist a patient to manipulate objects. The actuation unit consists of a DC
motor that is connected to a leadscrew and nut which in turn flex and extend the specified
digits through a cable transmission. The glove only actuates the thumb, middle, and ring
fingers through the actuating unit that is located in a wearable satchel on the patient’s
back. The glove features force sensors located in the tip of the fingers as well as capacitive
sensors located in the palm. The glove utilizes high-level control strategies to accomplish
the grasping motions.
6.9. UoA Hand Exoskeleton
This is a five-fingered hand exoskeleton [45] driven by pneumatically artificial muscles and features a unique approach to a strain sensor for rehabilitation and assistance
applications. The requirements for this design were to feature a lightweight, low profile,
and portable device. The design has 10 pneumatically actuated artificial muscles and
one linear actuator to obtain an overall 15 DOF device. The design is a combination of
rigid and soft elements. The artificial muscles are connected to tendon cables that in turn
flex the specified digits upon actuation. A linear spring provides the counter extension
forces for each digit. The control of the device utilizes both position and force control and
regulates the pressure of the muscles through a solenoid valve. The authors created a novel
polypyrrole sensor that consists of a conductive polymer in which conductivity is measured
through deformation to determine the position of the finger. This is an innovative step in
hand exoskeleton technology, and more research is needed on these types of sensors.
6.10. Tang et al.
This paper presented a hand exoskeleton that is able to assist rehabilitation exercises.
A four-bar mechanical linkage system was validated by kinematic modeling, static analysis,
and finite element analysis. The device was optimized for better kinematic performance
as well as being able to adjust to various users. A differential rotational actuator based on
shape memory alloy was proposed [39].
Shape memory alloy relies on current for heating the alloy to allow expansion. SMA
has drawbacks in which heat is generated in the regions of 100 ◦ C + as well as requires a
large amount of power input in the region of 2 A. The system developed has a cycle of
12 s–3 s for heating, and 9 for cooling—and it produces an output force on the spring of
0–27 N. A longer time is required to get an appropriate operating force.
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6.11. Cempini et al.
This paper presents a new hand exoskeleton design, which is lightweight, portable,
safe, and can fit various hand sizes and execute different exercises [33]. The design focuses
on the mechanism of flexion and extension of the index finger and thumb with a passive
abduction/adduction movement. The MCP, PIP, and DIP joints of the finger are essentially
modeled as revolute joints. The design features a matched axis topology.
This underactuated system consists of a Bowden cable setup, with a remote actuation
due to the lower inertia, but also the reliability and precision bandwidth. It consists of two
actuators: one that regulates the MCP joint net torque and the other that actuated the PIP
and DIP joints. The weight of the hand exoskeleton is around 500 g and the actuation unit
is around 1 kg.
The authors have implemented a self-aligning prismatic joint mechanism for the MCP
joint. However, they did not consider alignment for the PIP and DIP joints. Their solution
was to add a neoprene soft cover between the links to minimize small errors.
6.12. Zhang et al.
Zhang et al. [59] present a hand exoskeleton designed for the purpose to rehabilitate
hands due to injuries. A unique design is presented that offers a circuitous joint to each of
the finger joints. The device can easily adjust to various hand sizes and can cover a wide
range of the hand and finger workspace. The rigid mechanism of the hand exoskeleton
utilizes a rack and pinion slide for the adjustments and is actuated through a Bowden cable
setup driven by DC motors. The finger joints are equipped with position sensors as well as
force sensors for feedback to the therapist and control system.
6.13. Lambercy et al.
Lambercy et al. [40] created a thumb exoskeleton for the main purpose to rehabilitate lost functions of the thumb and add thumb opposition to the therapy process. The
exoskeleton allows flexion/extension and abduction/adduction to work in combination to
achieve the circular cone-shaped opposition by using a single active linear actuator and
passive joints to transmit the motion through a four-bar linkage (redundant) mechanism.
The design features the adjustment to various finger sizes and can be easily donned and
doffed. The design features three adjustment points to align the exoskeleton to the hand
and be as comfortable as possible. The linear actuator can move in a linear direction,
allowing the device to align the MCP joint correctly. The four-bar linkage mechanism
has two passive prismatic joints to further align the exoskeleton phalanges to the thumb
phalanges. The interaction point of the exoskeleton and the finger phalanges are shaped to
have the thumb seated firmly inside the structure with Velcro straps securing the device.
The base plate holding the actuator is also connected to the dorsal side of the hand through
Velcro straps connected to the wrist and palm. The exoskeleton was constructed from 3D
printed manufacturing.
6.14. Iqbal et al.
Iqbal et al. design a novel hand exoskeleton to assist finger flexion and extension
during rehabilitation exercises [43]. This device is an underactuated, direct-driven device
with a base-to-distal serial linkage topology structured design. In this design, the actuation
unit applies a perpendicular force to the proximal phalange instead of the distal phalange.
The serial mechanism consists of a revolute–revolute–revolute (RRR) joint structure. The
authors implemented a minimum jerk control strategy to achieve a smooth actuation.
6.15. Open Fingerpad eXoskeleton (OFX)
Heo et al. created an exoskeleton with an open fingerpad for object manipulation and
power assistance [60]. The device is actuated through pneumatic cylinders, which apply
the assistive force measured by the fingertip pinch grip. A load cell is applied to the tip of
the distal phalange with a unique structure to have the fingerpad of the user open. The
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device features the actuation of the index finger and thumb. The authors used sEMG as a
sensor to measure muscle fatigue upon operation.
6.16. Polygerinos et al.
Polygerinos et al. present a soft robotic glove that can be used for assistance or at-home
rehabilitation [50]. The actuator or bending mechanism of this exoskeleton is made from
molded elastomeric chambers with fiber reinforcements to induce bending at certain points
and certain pressures of the chambers. This soft glove uses a hydraulic fluid instead of
pneumatics as a new approach to actuate and bend the fingers. Fluid pressure sensors are
used to determine the pressure and in turn control the motion of the hand. The actuation
unit is situated in a belt carried on the waist of the patient to minimize the weight on the
hand. The soft hand device weighs around 285 g and the waist pack weighs around 3.3 kg.
This structure is known as the jointless structure topology.
6.17. ExoGlove
Yap et al. presented a soft exoskeleton that is made for assistance or rehabilitation
purposes but contains a unique design feature with variable stiffness [51]. The glove is
pneumatically actuated through flexible jointless actuators that bend at certain areas (due
to the variance in stiffness) when pressurized. Each actuator is custom made for a certain
finger length as well as for various bending profiles or rehabilitation training tasks. As
in the previous design, the actuation unit containing the pump, valves, etc. is situated in
a belt on the waist of the patient. Flex sensors are attached to the bottom of the glove to
measure the bending profile of each finger.
6.18. Agarwal et al.
Agarwal et al. created an index finger exoskeleton for rehabilitation [61]. The device
has a mechanical redundant structure but features a Bowden cable series elastic actuator
transmission to increase the accuracy of bidirectional force and torque measurements and
control. The whole design has high backdrivability and low inertia. The mechanical design
can easily fit various users and can achieve a good finger ROM.
6.19. Exo-Glove
In et al. introduce a soft tendon-driven exoskeleton with a unique cable routing
system [47]. The actuator is also unique in design to operate without any pretension in the
cables improving safety, comfort, and efficiency.
Experiments were executed to validate the design and proved to restore grasping
functions of disabled individuals.
A fabric glove with Teflon tubes is used to route the cables. There are two tendons for
each finger and the thumb. The glove is adjustable to obtain the right ROM by adjusting the
fabric straps on the glove. The tendons are routed through Teflon tubes stitched between
the fabric on the left and right side of the phalanges. The system is underactuated, meaning
that fewer actuators are used for the number of actuated fingers. One tendon is routed
through the index and middle fingers to flex them together for grasping objects.
Admittance control is used to make the device a virtual spring. Wrist motion is used
to actuate the glove, due to the reliability and the familiar feeling to disabled individuals
according to the tenodesis effect.
The device was able to assist the disabled individuals as well as improve their grasping
functions.
6.20. Cui et al.
Cui et al. developed this device intending to design and develop a novel threedimensional (3D) printable non-assembly five-fingered robotic hand exoskeleton for rehabilitation [37].
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This design introduced a novel hand orthosis in which each finger is driven by one
actuator and has three output links. The 2nd to 5th digits are designed to have three links
and consist of an eight-bar 10-joint linkage system formulated using Grubler’s formula.
The thumb has two output links and consists of a single DOF with a six-bar seven-joint
mechanism.
Each finger has three linkages corresponding to the number of phalanges of the
finger. The orthosis is designed in such a way to minimize the size and sensory feedback
interference of the mechanism. Each finger is driven by one linear actuator to ensure it has
low inertia.
Each orthosis is designed to a specific human hand size; therefore, it is not adjustable
to various hand sizes. Although it is designed to be 3D printed, which minimizes the
production cost.
This study introduced a new planar linkage mechanism capable of actuating the
phalanges of a finger with one linear actuator. The device utilized an eight-bar, seven-joint
singe DOF unique structure but suffers from a few flaws that will be addressed in the
future such as the lack of implementation of force sensors for feedback as well as the device
not being strong enough for rehabilitation purposes.
6.21. Haghshenas-Jaryani et al.
This design presents a pneumatic hybrid soft/rigid glove capable of executing continuous passive motion (CPM) therapy. The actuator has flexible bellows-type hollow
structures linked with semi-rigid connecting sections to flex and extend the finger according to its ROM and finger trajectory. The glove is custom-made for a patient. A pneumatic
feedback control system is utilized to control the bending motion of the fingers.
6.22. Sandoval-Gonzalez et al.
Sandoval-Gonzalez et al. present the design and development of a hand exoskeleton
with the focus on hand motor rehabilitation for patients with neuromusculoskeletal motor
disabilities [63]. The device is designed to be lightweight, compact, have adequate torque,
and can adapt to different finger sizes. It can also accommodate various palm/hand sizes.
The system is designed to have independent active flexion/extension motions and passive
abduction/adduction movements.
The main mechanical objective is to achieve the independent movement of the phalanges. The device has six DOF for each finger. The 1st DOF is prismatic displacement,
the 2nd is passive abduction/adduction motion, the 3rd and 4th are for the flex/extend of
proximal and distal phalanges, the 5th is for telescopic movement of proximal and distal
phalanges, the 6th is a proximal phalange cylindrical axis mechanism for linear movement.
The driving mechanism is a DC motor with a worm gear driving a spur gear that is
connected to the phalanges to flex and extend them. It is designed to rotate at a rate of
97.2◦ /s (16.66 rpm) and has a torque of 5 kg-cm. The device also offers position control for
the therapist to adjust the forces to the patient’s comfort.
6.23. Popov et al.
Popov et al. present a new portable hand exoskeleton glove for the assistance of the
activities of daily living [48]. A hand exoskeleton was developed, which is lightweight,
adjustable, soft, and does not constrain the wrist motion. The thumb, index, middle, and
ring fingers are actively controlled with bidirectional actuators for flexion and extension.
One major aim is to have a high power to weight ratio and portable device.
The glove is made from stacking layers on top of each other. The 1st layer is a soft
glove to ensure wearing comfort. The 2nd layer consists of a stiffer material on to which the
actuators and cable routing paths can be mounted. The 3rd layer is the actuator and cables,
and the 4th layer is a cover to hide the mechanical system. A geared DC motor along with
elastic, low friction cables are used for the actuation to flex and extend the fingers.
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6.24. HES
Conti et al. created a portable, low-cost functional hand exoskeleton (HES) for the
purpose to assist individuals with hand-opening impairments. The device is a rigid
mechanical structure that attaches to only one phalange (the distal with supports on the
middle), has only one DOF, and which is cable-driven for flexion and extension. The
exoskeleton is designed in such a way to fit various hand sizes and can accomplish the
opening and closing of the hand.
6.25. Mano
Randazzo et al. presents a novel hand exoskeleton design to assist and restore the
motor functions of impaired individuals and improve their quality of life [66]. The device
is wearable, portable, and does not obstruct the hand as much. A BCI with EEG is
implemented to control the hand through pattern detection.
The fingers are actuated using Bowden cables, a linear actuator and each finger
have one active DOF, flexion, and extension. Abduction and adduction can be passively
controlled by the user. The device is made to be low cost; therefore, off-shelf parts are
used as well as 3D printing and laser cutters. The actuators are situated in a confined
box mounted on the chest, with the Bowden cables connecting the fingers. The device is
powered by a Lithium Polymer (LiPo) battery and can run for up to 3 h continuously.
6.26. ReHand
Wang et al. present the design of a portable hand exoskeleton for rehabilitation.
The design has many focused requirements such as lightweight, portable, cheap, long
endurance, and adjustable to various users. The hand exoskeleton can actuate the fingers
and thumb independently. The structure consists of an underactuated sliding mechanism
to reduce weight and keep it simple. The four fingers are actuated at the same time by one
actuator. This device is also controlled through sEMG as well as a voice control system
for evaluation.
6.27. Akgun et al.
Akgun et al. present a new simple hand exoskeleton design and a new control scheme
for increasing the safety of the device [72]. An adaptive compliance control is implemented
where the dynamic parameters are estimated and actuated accordingly. The control scheme
claims to be better than traditional position control.
The device consists of a two, four-bar mechanical linkage system driven by a linear
actuator. The device actively controls the PIP and MCP joints with one actuator, making
the system underactuated.
Adaptive impedance control is used. A two DOF virtual system is used to determine
the dynamic parameters and can feed the information back to the actual controller; this is
done to control any unwanted forces acted out on the device by the patient’s injury. An
online parameter estimator is used to obtain the dynamic parameters.
7. Conclusions
The hand is one of the most complex anatomical structures in the human body due
to its high DOF and great ROM in a small and compact space. Things become even more
difficult for engineers to replicate the entire motions of the hand. Therefore, understanding
the biomechanics of the hand is an important factor for developing systems that can mimic
the motions and possibly benefit disabled and healthy individuals. Luckily, designers
have been working on such devices, and the technology has rapidly advanced since then.
These devices were mainly focused on rehabilitating and assisting disabled individuals
and improving their life quality. Technology advances daily, and devices providing haptic
feedback to virtual and teleoperation applications are also an emerging field with great
advances. This paper also includes haptic as well as power amplification devices with the
focus placed on rehabilitation and assistive technologies.
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Several research studies over the past decade were introduced in this paper. A comprehensive summary of all the identified design requirements for the various types of
hand exoskeletons (rehabilitation, assistance, augmentation, and haptic) as well as the
fundamental technologies and challenges surrounding this area of research is presented.
There already exist a few hand exoskeletons for commercial use, and it is a good indication that the developed technology can be used for its intended purpose, especially
for rehabilitation. However, challenges still arise for assistive hand exoskeleton devices.
Mostly, all devices reviewed were either still in development with promising practical
outcomes, only tested and used in a laboratory setting, or developed for strictly indoor
clinical environments. The outdoor environment is still a challenge that engineers face due
to the number of disturbances the device can experience. This is especially the case with
the emerging intelligent user intention detection control systems that are developed, such
as EEG or EMG measuring devices.
The basic building blocks and technologies used in designs, over the past decade,
were comprehensively discussed and presented systematically to easily understand the
various fundamental concepts and advancements made in this area. The actuation, power
transmission, sensing, and control were identified and discussed, which has the intention
to focus the attention on the existing technology and the future trend of this paper. Lastly,
short summaries of each article that had a significant contribution to the exoskeleton
technologies have briefly been explained. Upon observation, devices recently developed
had both rigid and soft elements, which lead to the conclusion that future designs may
consist of rigid and soft hybrid materials and have an intention detection control for
assistance to help humans (disabled or healthy) in everyday tasks.
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